Lowland
The most southerly Scottish whisky region is famed for lighter style of whiskies. Malts from this
region are pale in colour and have quite a dry finish.
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Light, grassy, dry
Crisp and focused, with a herbal, drying finish. A lighter style of malt distilled near Edinburgh.

Auchentoshan American Oak
Medium, fresh, lightly oaky
Aged in first fill North American bourbon casks, Bourbon vanilla and coconut with layers of zesty
citrus fruit, refreshingly smooth yet lively with vanilla cream, coconut and white peach

Highlands
The Highlands is by far the largest of all the whisky producing regions and offers you the greatest
variations of style. You will find some of the best known distilleries in this region.

Aberfeldy 12 yo
Medium, sweet, mellow
Sweet, malty, a gentle peat but nonetheless the mouth feel is very clean. Vanilla, peaches in
cream and subtle oak.

Crabbies Yardhead
Medium, savoury, toasty
Custard Cream biscuits, lemon peel, a touch of savoury wood. Mint leaf, toffee apple, white grape,
slightly toasty. Rye heat and soft cinnamon finish.

Dalwhinnie 15 yo
Sweet, rounded, crisp
A great malt which Jim Murray awarded 95 points in his Whisky Bible, this is an excellent malt. The
flavours are simple, but flawless, a clean, crisp 15 year old

Dalwhinnie Winter's Gold
Sweet, rounded, rich
Winter's Gold is rich with toffee, fresh green apple and honey notes - supported by some robust
smoke and golden malt hints. From the highest and coldest distillery!

Old Pulteney 12 yo
Medium, lightly peaty, dry
Dry medium bodied and smooth redolent of honey and cream faintly salty with a slight sherry
note and a long lasting warm finish. Matured in ex-bourbon casks.

Glendronach 12 yo
Sweet, medium, fruity
Sweet, creamy vanilla, with hints of ginger. Spiced mulled wine and pear, rich, creamy, silkysmooth. Spicy with medium length and a dry finish

Glendronach 18 yo Allardice
Sweet, rich, fruity
Rich dark and seductive. Sweet aromatics of fudge and muscovado sugar. Fruit compote and
glacier morello cherries provide added complexity
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Allt-A-Bhainne
Floral, fruity, clean
The first official whisky from Allt-á-Bhainne distillery. A sweetly peated single malt scotch whisky
matured in traditional American oak casks
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Medium, sweet, fruity
First whisky produced by the recently re-opened Glenglassaugh Distillery. Sweet, rounded and
creamy. Oranges, plums, cherry and walnuts, chocolate, honey-mead, Sherry and soft, spiced oak

Oban 14 yo
Full-bodied, smokey
The nose is rich and smokey. Medicinal notes with cut hay and wood smoke, citrus with smooth
sweetness. The finish is of good length with fruit and dry oak.

Royal Lochnagar Game of Thrones Ed. 12 yo
Sweet, rounded, rich
Special edition. Soft smoke, gingerbread, oodles of toasty spices, Demerara sugar,boiled sweets.

The Ardmore Legacy
Medium, savoury, lightly smokey
Charred, smoky notes, joined by drying oak, pear drops and subtle grassy touches. Give it a minute
for citrus zest and expressive heather to appear

Speyside
Whilst not officially a whisky region it is generally accepted as a distinct subdivision of the
Highlands Region. Over half of all Scotland's distilleries are located in Speyside.
Speyside malts are typically the sweetest of all Scotch Whisky Malts and many of the most popular
single malts are produced in Speyside.

Aberlour 10 yo
Smooth, mellow, fruity
Matured in a combination of ex-bourbon and sherry casks, this 10 year old from Aberlour remains
a perennial favourite, typical of the modern Speyside style and thoroughly approachable.

Aberlour A' Bunadh
Smooth, rich, fruity
Meaning 'the original' in Gaelic, A'bunadh is made in homage to Aberlour's founder, James
Fleming. Rich and complex raisin, fruit cake. Robust and deeply intense, sherried whisky.

Medium, bready, lightly oakey
Dried malt, orange blossom, toasty brown sugar and a touch of new leather on the nose. Palate:
Rye bread with honey, dusty oak, walnut

Balvenie Doublewood 12 yo
Sweet, nutty, smooth
Bourbon characters develop; gentle spice with a little vanilla, a hint of balancing peat. Dried fruit
too, combining with nuts, nutmeg, cinnamon, back into the bourbon notes - so well integrated
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Medium. rounded, lightly oakey
Distinct honey on the nose with some clean, firm grain followed by rich malt, exotic fruit follows
with mango and kiwi, some grassiness and light note of peat way in the background

Crabbie 8 yo
Medium, biscuity, peppery
Based around their original 8 Year Old Leith Blend produced long ago, but intriguingly a bit
different...Malt & pepper with vanilla and biscuity palate

Glenfarclas 10 yo
Light, sweet, smooth
Delicately light, sweet and malty dram leaving a long slightly spicy finish. Always impeccably wellmade, this is a whisky that always delivers in quality.

Glenfarclas 105
Rich, creamy, nutty
Complex, oakey, apples and pears, and a tempting dark toffee sweetness. Dry and assertive,
develops quickly to reveal a rich spiciness, combined with a hint of oak and sherried fruit.

Glenfiddich 12 yo
Medium, easy-drinking
Mellow and full flavoured but enough youth to give the characters good lift. Some warm
marmalade and lemon rind add to the freshness. As does a hint of mint. ripe fruited finish

Glen Grant 10 yo
Medium, easy-drinking
A gentle, delicate 10 year old single malt, a great introduction to single malt whisky from the Glen
Grant distillery.

Glenrothes 10 yo
Medium, sweet, fruity
Matured exclusively in sherry casks and boasting a sweet, fruity flavour profile. Vanilla, shortbread
and lemon peel.

Linkwood 10 yo Signatory
Fruity, lightly spicy
Nose: Blackberry jam, honeyed toast and orchard fruits. Palate: Apricot jam, apple skin and a kick
of both root ginger and black pepper spice

Macallan Gold Double Cask
Medium, rounded, smooth
A quiet note of vanilla is followed by dark chocolate - more assertive, yet not overly so - with a
lingering floral and light oak notes.

Mortlach 12 yo
Fruity, citrus, oakey
Drawn from bourbon and sherry casks, and packs a hearty punch of meaty Mortlach-y malt at its
core, supported by dried fruit and toffee notes
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Sweet, mellow, sherried
Amber gold in colour, this rich and elegant Speyside single malt whisky has hints of sweet toffee,
honey and, marzipan on the nose with refreshing pineapple, pear and subtle citrus notes on the
palate

The Glenlivet Founders Reserve
Sweet, rounded, medium-bodied
Named in honour of the distillery's founder, George Smith. It's classic Glenlivet, with a creamy and
fruity character bolstered by the use of first-fill American oak to mature some of the whisky.

The Islands
A subdivision of the Highlands including all of the whisky producing Isles: Mull, Skye, Orkney,
Arran, Jura and Lewis. Islay is considered a region on its own.

Arran 10 yo
Medium, sweet, fruity
Sweet, quite malty, digestive biscuits, followed by green fruits and Cox's apple peel on the palate.
Slightly bitter, malty finish.

Highland Park 12 yo
Full, sweetish, spices
Intensely malty and fresh at first, and then the lingering smoky depth adds weight, fabulous bittersweet balance which pans out on the sweet side with a gentle build-up of honey

Jura Journey
Fruity, lightly peaty
Matured in American White Oak ex-bourbon barrels. Introduction to a world of flavour, subtle
smoke and sweetness in ideal balance; fresh citrus, vanilla

Jura Prophecy
Rich, smokey, peaty
Prophecy is a profoundly peated spirit. Peat smoke, fresh cinnamon and spicy sea spray lead the
first assault. Tarry bonfire notes slowly give way to hints of soft liquorice and nutmeg

Ledaig 10 yo
Medium, lightly peaty, spicy
Medium-bodied and quite rich. There are notes of spice and smoke gathering above the charred
oak. The peat is quiet and dry with a touch of black pepper and earth

Scapa Skiren
Rich, sweetish, oakey
A handsomely honeyed malt distilled in the Scotch whisky industry's only remaining working
Lomond Still! Matured in first fill American oak casks, bringing plenty of vanilla and honey notes

Talisker Skye
Sweet fruits, smokiness
This expression brings with it a more well-rounded and sweet flavour profile packed with fresh
citrus, sweet smoke, peppery spice and traditional Talisker maritime notes

The Islands continued
Talisker 10 yo
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Full, rich, peaty
It's a bonfire of peat crackling with black pepper, with a touch of brine and dry barley. A welcome
delivery of orchard fruit provides a delicate and beautiful balance

Talisker 18 yo
Rich, smokey, complex
The palate is rich and full-bodied. Notes of spicy, peppery oak, espresso beans and wood smoke. A
little allspice, a certain zesty character. The spice builds and builds with utter intent

Tullibardine 228 18 yo
Rich, fruity, spicy
This is a delicious whisky from Tullibardine, released in 2013. It sees the Highland whisky finished
for 12 months in 228-litre Red Burgundy wine casks from Chateau de Chassagne Montrachet

Islay
Islay whiskies are the strongest flavoured of all Scotch whiskies. They are renowned for their
strong peaty smokiness which comes from the peat fuel which they use for malting the barley

Ardbeg 10 yo
Rich, smokey, peaty
Sweet vanilla counterbalanced with lemon and lime followed by that surging Ardbeg smoke. Long
and glorious finish; sea salted caramel and beach bonfire smoke

Ardbeg Uigeadail
Sweetness, spice, peaty
Pronounced oog-a-dal, Uigeadail is gaelic for a dark, mysterious place; named after the distillery's
water source, this whisky is a marriage of sweetness, spice and deep smokiness

Bowmore 12 yo
Medium, rounded, peaty
A lemon and honey bouquet with the distinctive Bowmore smokiness. Warm and delicious on the
palate with subtle dark chocolate flavours

Bruichladdich The Classic Laddie
Aromatic, rich, peaty
Unpeated. Opening with barley sugar and a hint of mint before leading into the wonderful notes
of freshly cut wild flowers; buttercup, daisy, meadowsweet, myrtle, primrose, cherry blossom

Bruichladdich Port Charlotte Island Barley 2011
Full bodied, rich, peaty
The heavily peated malt for this new dram has been created from harvests brought home from
three Islay farms. The resulting rich, aromatic Port Charlotte wash was trickle distilled in the
Victorian still house during 2011

Bunnahabhain 12 yo
Fragrant, midweight, peaty
Sea breezes on the nose in that classic Islay manner, with crème brulée and butter joining in on
the palate and carrying the whole ensemble into the long, creamy textured finish

Islay continued
Islay whiskies are the strongest flavoured of all Scotch whiskies. They are renowned for their
strong peaty smokiness which comes from the peat fuel which they use for malting the barley

Caol Ila 12 yo
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Rich, spicy, peaty
Fresh, herbal. Rubbed peppermint leaves, stemmy, damp grass, smoky. Oily, cigar leaves, smoked
ham, hickory. Good body, oily, tar, elegant smoke. Long, peppery, spicy warmth, smoked finish

Caol Ila 18 yo
Rich, spicy, complex
A wonderfully balanced expression from the core Caol Ila range, this 18 year old is malty and thick
with notes of Caol Ila smoke and phenols, a lovely Islay single malt without extreme levels of peat

Kilchoman Sanaig
Fruity, spicy, peaty
Nose of pineapple chunks and white grapes. Hints of fresh coffee carry the earthy, subtly spicy
peat. Palate of more light fruits with dark chocolate raisins and a whisper of red berries

Lagavulin 16 yo
Full, concentrated, peaty
A much sought-after single malt with the massive peat-smoke that's typical of southern Islay - but
also offering richness and a dryness that turns it into a truly interesting tipple

Laphroaig 10 yo
Smokey, salty, peaty
Really peaty and iodine rich. This has to be one of Scotland's most characterful drams. Laphroaig
are known for their medicinal malts, and the classic 10 year old is no exception

Laphroaig Quarter Cask
Smokey, salty, peaty
Released in 2004, this bottling was aged for around five years before being finished in a quarter
cask for several months, the size of the cask is quite small, thus does not require such a long
maturation

Campbeltown
Lying towards the end of the Mull of Kintyre peninsula on the West Coast. Today there are only
three distilleries producing whisky here, but once there were over 30. Very distinctive malts,
tending to be full bodied, renowned for their depth of flavour and also for their slightly salty
finish. Peat adds a hint of flavour similar to Islay malt

Glen Scotia Double Cask
Sweetish, fruity, oakey
Glen Scotia Double Cask starts its life in first-fill bourbon barrels, before being finished in PedroXimenez-sherry casks. Notes of spicy fruit and vanilla.

Springbank 15 yo
Rich, fruity, oakey
A 15 year old from the Springbank distillery with plenty of sherry notes and spice, dried fruits and
nuts

England
A recent renaissance in whisky making south of the Border adds to the rich diversity of British
distilling.
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Light, fruity, spices
Toasted coconut, white grape, foam banana and apricot. Palate: Chocolate orange, caramelised
almond, honey and a kick of white pepper

Blended
add a draught splash (cola, lemonade, ginger ale) for 50p
For most of the history of whisky making Single Malts were rarely seen by drinkers; they were just
used to produce the famous brands we know when blended with cheaper grain whiskies

Johnnie Walker Red Label
Full, robust, smooth
The full-bodied, robust blend of malts and grain whiskies that is the World No.1

Naked Grouse
Medium, lightly smokey
An interesting addition to the Famous Grouse range, this was aged in first fill sherry casks, and is
based around malt whisky from Highland Park and Macallan

Redbreast
Medium, sweet, smooth
Full of aroma and flavour, Redbreast 12 Year Old benefits from a strong contribution from
distillates which have matured in Oloroso sherry casks, giving it its trademark Christmas cake
character.

